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About Ekohunters

Our mission at Ekohunters is 
to promote the development 
of an industry and consumer 
more responsible for the 
planet and its inhabitants.

To do so, we have created a 
community where we bring 
together the best 
eco-designers globally, 
offering the biggest 
marketplace of sustainable 
designed products in the 
world.

The Eko blog is the speaker 
for inspiring sustainability 

initiatives.

A global platform to give 
more visibility to the 

members of the Ekohunters 
community : eco-designers, 
architects, interior designers 

and other professionals 
committed to sustainable 

development. 



Audience + Engagement Rates

Monthly page views
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Demographics

A niche audience with 
very specific interests

Sustainable shopping 
Eco-friendly living

Architecture
 Interior design
 Home decor

 Crafts
 Education

 ArtAged 25–44

60% American English

40% Spanish

56% Desktop traffic

44% Mobile and tablet



Reader profile

Eko blog topics

Ekoblog offers a community of loyal and engaged readers who 
visit and interact with our website, blog and social media 
platforms. They show a high commitment with the environment 
and are aware buyers of sustainable products and services.

Sustainable consumption

Environmental sustainability

Social sustainability

Sustainable architecture

Ecohouses

Bio construction

Sustainable interior design

Interior decor ideas

Ecodesign for interiors



Advertising Services
Ekoblog 

Banner Options

Home
200€/month

Category + Article 
pages

250€/month

Banner sizes
728 x 90 - 320 x 280 - 320 x 250 - 320 x 600 

All blog pages
300€/month



Content on Ekoblog

300€
This service is designed to give your 
business maximum exposure 
through content marketing to the 
Ekoblog and Ekohunters audience.

You will get:

- A minimum 850-word article about your business includg 
- 2 x links to the URLs of your choice 
- Original images embedded in post 
- Inclusion in email newsletter to 2,000 subscribers
- Social media promotion 
- Priority in the editorial calendar

Advertising Services



Let’s work together!

 marketing@ekohunters.com  |  www.ekohunters.com/ekoblog  |  www.ekohunters.com


